RELIABILITY

Reliability is crucial to any manufacturing process. ScultoRob was designed and
engineered to tolerate extreme working conditions and withstand continuous
production cycles. Applications are performed with precision and high
repeatability every time.

ARTISTIC BENT AND COMPETENCE

The in-house developed and integrated CAD/CAM software ARPP® has specific
features and operations for the marble field, such as the material removal simulation
and the functions dedicated to the roughing stage using the blade tool.

EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION

Roboticom is a brand of Fabrica Machinale, a pioneer in robotic manufacturing
solutions and a respected leader in the industry producing reliable and innovative
solutions for a variety of industries.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Being a cross-innovation company, where the exchange of ideas and
technology leads to mutual benefts, Roboticom is able to offer custom
robotic solutions, according to the costumer’s specific needs, and the latest
technology on the market.

SCULTOROB IS A 7 AXIS
ROBOTIC MILLING AND
CARVING SYSTEM FOR
MARBLE, GRANITE,
AND NATURAL STONE
SURFACES.
With superior technology, ScultoRob can carve any artistic or
architectural design you can dream up including statues, basreleif designs, columns and much more.
ScultoRob represents the investment in technology that
improves the level of quality, safety, savings and flexibility
of your production.

The ScultoRob standard configuration includes:
the robot
the controller board
the motor spindle with automatic tool change system
the tool box with up to 10+1 tool positions
a touch-trigger probe
a laser tool presetting system
the rotating table
the software ARPP®

Optional

fixed table
scanning system

®

A SINGLE SOFTWARE
PLATFORM FOR ALL OF
YOUR PROGRAMMING
NEEDS
ARPP® is the in-house robot simulator. It is the easiest and
most powerful software on the market that allows you to
completely manage the robot without the use of any other
additional software. It owns CAM functionalities that generate
optimized tool paths for marble. This unique solution ensures
a short learning curve and provides simple procedures for the
technicians, like:
complete CAM projects on externally generated digital
geometry
use specific CAM operations dedicated to the marble milling
sector, such as the core milling and the blade spatulating
operations
follow the working process stages of the machine, displaying
the 3D movements of the robot in its cell
make a 3D simulation of the removal of the material, generating
the subsequent CAM machining on the actual residual material.

Remote Control, Training and Assistance
ScultoRob can be remotely operated and programmed,
anywhere, anytime - all you need is an Internet connection.
This allows users complete flexibility - and control.
On-board Training Program allows users to significantly
reduce the learning curve for programming and running their
new robot. Your team will be up and running with minimal
downtime.
Each account is provided with complete on site and remote
technical training and assistance. This means, you’ll have a
single point of contact for all of your training and technical
needs.

Robot

nominal working range
payload
pose repeatibility

Turn Table

Electrospindle

XL

XXL

3,1 m (10 feet)

4,2 m (13.8 feet)

235 kg (519 lbs)

325 kg (716 lbs)

550 kg (1.212 lbs)

0,08 mm (0.0031”)

0,1 mm (0.0039”)

0,1 mm (0.0039”)

payload
load area

Work Place

L
2,65 m (8.7 feet)

size (diameter x height)

15/25/40 ton (33.07/55.115/88.185 lbs)
1000 x 1000 mm (3 x 3 feet) 1200 x 1200 mm (4 x 4 feet)
2800 x 1000 mm
(9 x 3 feet)

3000 x 1000 mm
(10 x 3 feet)

4000 x 1000 mm
(13 x 3 feet)

1500 x 2500 mm
(5 x 8 feet)

1500 x 3000 mm
(5 x 10 feet)

1800 x 4000 mm
(5 x 13 feet)

power

15 KW

20/30 KW

30 KW

speed

12000 rpm

12000/10000 rpm

10000 rpm

tool holder

ISO40

cooling system
Saw Blade

suggested max. diameter

Tool Store

standard capacity

Presetting
Laser

max. measurable saw
blade diameter

Touch Probe

Measure accuracy

Power Supply

voltage

Installation
footprint

ISO50
liquid

650 mm (2 feet)

800/1000 mm (2.6/3.3 feet)

1200 mm (4 feet)

10 positions + 1 saw blade
1200 mm (4 feet)
< 0.05 mm (0.002”)
200-600V three-phase 50-60Hz

max. input power

23 KW

35/55 KW

75 KW

mean power consumption

16 KW

20/30 KW

35 KW

6x7m
(19 x 23 feet)

7x8m
(23 x 26 feet)

9 x 10 m
(29 x 33 feet)

suggested dimensions

“Watching your ideas taking shape will be a new and exciting experience with
ScultoRob, from the first to the last stage of the process.”
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